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hypersonic weapons are not a preemptive strike, but a way to avoid diplomatic overtures, or
even a war, said george nader. and then there's the u.s. air force that has already pointed out
the inherent vulnerabilities of a different missile system that is being used in a show of force.
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for example, the army recently awarded an air force research laboratory contract to northrop grumman to develop
an airborne hypersonic concept demonstrator to fly by the end of 2021. the air force hopes to begin flying a

hypersonic flight demonstration over the pacific ocean in 2023. the $1.2 million, one-year cooperative agreement
with the gtri material, process and manufacturing directorate will develop and demonstrate a new engine design
that will allow a hypersonic aircraft to reach space on one engine burn. the work will be led by gtri scientists dr.
michael m. kelly and dr. michael guillory. gtri will also provide access to state-of-the-art facilities and advanced
testing and analysis equipment. not only is hypersonics exciting to think about, but it’s also exciting to work on.
research in hypersonic technology is exceedingly difficult because it involves materials that are extremely hot —
which can damage equipment. as a result, most hypersonic research has been conducted in the u.s. and russia.

hypersonics research in the u.s. has been hampered by the defense department’s reliance on the air force to
conduct the work. in the mid-1990s, congress limited the air force to carrying out four hypersonic research

projects. in 2015, congress lifted those restrictions and the air force, with ucah’s assistance, doubled the number
of hypersonic research projects to eight. he explained that a second issue with hypersonics is a lack of altitude and

airspeed control. this means that the vehicle is all about speed with no ability to slow down or change direction.
stebner said that if an engine malfunctions, you need to be able to safely land the vehicle or be able to steer it to a

safe place in mid-flight. if you can do that, you can make it to your target. 5ec8ef588b
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